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Provenance Research

Millions of offcuts are produced every year from 
unwanted material of products. But can this be avoided? 

Made ‘Without Waste’ is a design philosophy based on 
minimizing offcuts to usable shapes and, if possible, 
eliminating them completely. This involves planning stock 
form dimensions and material use. However, the designs 
must also remain aesthetic and creative despite these 
restrictions.

The homeware range will be designed for the hallway 
maintaining an organised and relaxing environment in the
transition from outside to the comfort of the home.



Homeware Inspiration

I took some inspiration from the sophisticated and 
industrial aesthetic of Alessi kitchenware.

I also researched the colourful and 
abstract forms of Memphis homeware.



Initial Concept Sketches



Cardboard Prototypes

Folding coat hooks model – displays wall art aesthetic and secret functionality

Shoe shelf model –
displays dimensions and 

aesthetic

Umbrella stand top ring 
model – tests storage 

capabilities



Initial CAD Modelling



Finalised CAD Modelling



Material Use

Birch Plywood
760mm x 440mm x 9mm
£7.14

Birch Plywood
1200mm x 600mm x 12mm
£17.53

Tubular Steel
3000mm x 16mm x 16mm
£6.84



Manufacturing – Key Bowl

By using the 
corners of the 
sheet as the legs of 
the key bowl, I was 
able to increases 
the stability and 
prevent any offcuts 
being produced.



Manufacturing – Coat Hooks

By nesting the 
buildings on the 
laser plywood, I 
was able to 
produce no offcuts 
and reduce waste 
to only dust 
produced by 
sanding.



Manufacturing – Umbrella Stand

The centre circle of 
this umbrella stand is 
used as the shelf for 
the side table. The 
corners of the base 
were cut off and 
attached as feet to 
create an aesthetic 
shadow and ensure 
user safety.



Manufacturing – Side Table

I used the corners of the circle 
to create shelf supports for 
the middle shelf and top shelf. 
This meant that zero offcuts 
were produced and the 
spare pieces were used for a 
structural and aesthetic 
purpose.



Packaging

The green card sleeve contains all necessary information about the 
contents of the box and the Without Waste design approach, providing 

the shop customer with the option to choose an environmentally-
friendly product. The boxes will be arranged to form a sheet form, thus 

displaying the nesting plan used to reduce material waste. 

The flatpack box is designed for ease of transport, both in terms of 
stackability in carrier lorries (thus reducing fuel costs by saving space), 
and carrying by an individual. It is based on IKEA packaging with an 
understandable design, reflecting the intended simplicity of the 
assembly instructions.



Online Shop
Without Waste Key Bowl

£16.00



In-Store Puzzle Layout



Batch Production Developments 

 Laser cutting
 Nest multiple products on one 

larger laser plywood sheet
 Line up hooks so one metal 

rod can go through the whole 
product to save time – would 
increase wastage

 Laser cutting
 Nest multiple products on one 

larger laser plywood sheet
 Jig for metal pins – quicker 

than drying time of PVA glue

 CNC laser cut or mill all 
components

 Create drilling jig for dowels 
connecting top and base to 
legs to save time and ensure 
accuracy

 CNC milling to save time and 
create a smooth curve

 Create pillar drill jig to angle 
the holes and enable all rings 
to be drilled at once – a 
quicker and more precise 
process

 Create a jig to hold the rings in 
position whilst sliding the tubular 
steel supports in



Costings

University Material Prices

Ballpark Costings
Detailed Costing Trade Price X3 = Trade Price
Trade Prices X2 = Retail Price
Retail Price /9 = 

Detailed Costings
Material Costs X2 – Birch Plywood (£24.66), Tubular Steel (£7 approx.), Metal Rod (N/A) 
X2 = £63.32
Packaging – Cardboard (£0.50 approx.), Printed Paper Labels (£0.50 approx.), Green Card 
(£0.25 approx.) = £1.25 average per product
Transportation – N/A
Machinery - laser cutting (£20/hour = £10), CNC milling machine (£20/hour = £2), other 
(£10 approx.)
Labour Costs (£10/hour) – key bowl (£20), coat hooks (£20), side table (£20), umbrella 
stand (£30)

X2

Detailed Costings Retail Prices

Key Bowl = (£7.14 + £1.25 + £5 + £20) x2 = £66.78
Coat Hooks = (£7.14 + £1.25 + £7 + £20) x2 = £70.78
Side Table = (£17.52 + £1.25 + £5 + £20) x2 = £87.54
Umbrella Stand = (£31.52 + £1.25 + £5 + £30) = £135.54

Ballpark Costings Retail Prices

Key Bowl = £66.78 / 2 x 3 x 2 / 9 = £22.26
Coat Hooks = £70.78 / 2 x 3 x 2 / 9 = £23.59
Side Table = £87.54 / 2 x 3 x 2 / 9 = £29.18
Umbrella Stand = £135.54 / 2 x 3 x 2 / 9 = £45.18

My Retail Prices

Key Bowl = £30
Coat Hooks = £85
Side Table = £110
Umbrella Stand = £150



Exhibition



Exhibition Posters



Exhibition Posters



Photoshoot
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